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“I accidentally began studying flattie spiders
a few minutes before I was to meet with my
potential PhD advisor who worked on island
spiders. I needed to come up with a project... and
fast. ” Story by Sarah Crews >
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Just another pile of Aussie Rocks
Story by Sarah Crews
California Academy of Sciences

S

canning the World Spider Catalog, I noticed
a family, Selenopidae, which had members in
the Caribbean islands. So, I made up this story
about how they were found on all the islands, perfect
for biogeography, there would be many new species,
and I’d easily get collecting permits. I did not know
if any of this was even remotely true; luckily it
worked out. While I was working with these spiders
for my PhD, I became quite fascinated (obsessed?)
with them. I began keeping them alive in the lab,
and in addition to my evolutionary studies, I began
working, and continue to work, on any and all aspects
of their biology – doing things I never thought I
would – like working with spiders that aren’t dead
and looking at the endoplasmic reticulum ‘n’ stuff in
their eyes. In 2008, when Mark Harvey asked me if I

wanted a post-doctoral appointment at the Western
Australian Museum, I jumped at the chance. When
I first began working in Australia, there was a single
selenopid spider described from the continent,
Selenops australiensis, and the type was lost. By the
time I finished, there were 24 species known in
Karaops, a new genus we described. https://zookeys.
pensoft.net/article/2353/
Not too long after, Julianne Waldock of WAM
found a jar of selenopids hidden deep in the
collection. It contained 12 new species and the
undescribed male of another. Another new species
had been found in the interim. Thus, I described
13 more species http://www.mapress.com/zootaxa/2013/f/z03647p469f.pdf
Back in the States I’d begun working on the
biomechanics of prey capture in the genus
Selenops. They can strike in any direction, even
directly behind them, spinning around at up to
2800°/s, which is the fastest turn of any terrestrial

Top row left undescribed Karaops from Purnululu sarah crews, right Tinytrema sandy from Trochanteriidae,
another family of mostly flat spiders robert whyte. Bottom row left female K. francesae from Cape Arid WA
guarding her eggsac, right a very flat Flattie, Selenops lindborgi from St. Kitts in the Caribbean sarah crews

animal ever measured http://jeb.biologists.org/
content/221/7/jeb177634)
Selenopids are called Flattie Spiders because, well,
they’re flat. But arachnophiles in Australia know
there are many flat spiders from other families like
sparassids and trochanteriids.
I began to wonder if all flat spiders were able to
catch prey quickly and in the same way that Selenops
do, specifically, are the Australian Karaops similar?

Field Trip
My peak Australian experience would be my 2016
field trip. I was funded by National Geographic to
go to Australia, collect some 200 spiders and bring
them back to the US alive, film their prey capture
and compare it with the Selenops data. I wanted to
find new specimens that could be used for molecular
studies, unknown males and females, and potential
new species (although I was told that there probably
weren’t any more undescribed selenopids). Ha!
If I was going to collect spiders for two months,
yet keep them alive, I’d have to feed them. I was sure
it would be easy, and that’s what I told the funders...
although I had no idea how I was going to do this.
You may be noticing a common pattern in how I
conduct research.
I was lucky to have a herpetologist field partner
who might be able to help with this, and besides
I love snakes! In April 2016, Jordan DeJong and I
set out from Perth. We drove some 15,000 km in
45 or so days, and occasionally ate strange things
including martini and coffee-flavoured TimTams!
We saw all kinds of lizards and snakes and
other critters including my favorite snake, the

Some of the Australian critters from the top, Rainbow
Bee Eater (Merops ornatus) from the Burrup Peninsula.
It wasn’t injured, it was just hanging out. Greater Black
Whipsnake (Demansia papuensis) Gibb River Road,
Egernia epsisolis, near Roebourne. Burton’s legless
) Gibb River Road. Finnally the last
lizard (
image at the bottom right is a scutigeromorph found
on the Newman-Port Hedland Road.
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Sarah’s favourite Australian snake, Black-headed Python (Aspidites melanocephalus) Glen Hering Gorge sarah crews

Black-headed Python.
When I mention to Australians, that my favorite
Australian snake is the Black-headed Python
they scoff... “Haven’t you seen one before? It’s so
common,” or “such and such a snake is better.”
I stick to my snake. We saw several on the trip,
and it was amazing each time. I find them to be so
handsome and elegant...
The woma ain’t so bad either (it has that ridiculously cute face). But I guess to most Australians,
it’s the same as when visitors to the US get excited
about seeing a robin.
Our trip was pretty magical. We hit no roos, didn’t
get a single flat tire (kind of unbelievable considering we went via such places as Gibb River Road,

“No one told me that
Western Australia is
made of cement and
I wouldn’t be able to
stake a tent.”
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Mitchell Falls and Purnululu). We didn’t have any
car trouble, and we didn’t get sick.
Most importantly, we found spiders every single
day! We slept outside most every night, splurging
on hotels about once a week to shower.
No one told me that Western Australia is made of
cement and I wouldn’t be able to stake a tent. I slept
on the open ground with the ants most nights, and
sometimes slept in the truck. Both were fine with
me; after a while it became routine.
As for a favorite place, it’s difficult to decide. I
can recall most times and places on this trip very
vividly. I love them all.
I had help from many people during this trip,
especially Brad Durrant, Erin Parke, Pete Harlow,
Helen Smith, several mining companies, station
owners and indigenous groups, especially the
Yindjibarndi, and Park Rangers.
Some people helped me obtain cricket shipments
while in the field, so I could feed the spiders and
keep them alive. I was worried they would all die,
but they made it to the end of the trip. Then I was
worried they would all die on the way home on the
airplane, but they didn’t.
Eventually they did die, but it was over a long
time, and I was able to record about 1000 prey
capture videos of 200 spiders from 20 or so species.

Additionally, I collected mating behavior data from
two species and oodles of life history data.
As for our goal of finding the undescribed sexes
or material for molecular work, we were somewhat
successful with the former (we would only spend
a few hours at a place to cover more ground, so
we would take what we could get and hope to rear
them to adulthood), and very successful with the
latter. However, we now have a new problem. We
found 13 new species that I am currently describing,
and DNA data suggests about an additional 15 for
which we have no adults to describe.
So, I need to revisit these localities...
Oh, and search the rest of Australia. I figure I
need about 2 years if anyone wants to send me a
giant bag of money. Or if you are able to collect any
for me, I have a wish list. Or if you just see any and
let me know where you saw them... really, anything
is appreciated.
I get really excited watching Australian movies
like The Proposition or TV shows like the Bush
Tucker Man as the filming sites are potential

selenopid habitat. I basically want to visit any place
with rocks. And now with all the life history data I
collected, I know the best times to get adults.
I also want to work with “the other flat spiders”,
particularly the trochanteriids. I think their strikes
might be faster (shhh, don’t tell the selenopids), but
they don’t turn to catch prey.
My greatest disappointment, if any would have to
be that I haven’t been everywhere with rocks and
don’t have all the selenopids.
My guess is there are many more species. I believe
the Spiders of Australia was the first Australian
spider book to even mention the family... but they
are in the back in the “Little Known Families”
section. I’m not sure what I have to do to get them
out of there, but hopefully more species, life history
data, prey capture data and mating data will be
enough!
Visit Sarah Crews on the web
https://sarahnopidae.com

Argus monitor (Varanus panoptes) Carnavron-Mullewa Road sarah crews
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